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Abstract:  In this quick life, everybody is in rush to achieve their goals. For this situation hanging tight for the transports isn't 

solid. Individuals who depend on the open transport their real concern is to know the ongoing area of the transport for which they 

are hanging tight for and the time it will take to achieve their transport stop. This data helps individuals in settling on better voyaging 

choices. This paper gives the significant difficulties in the open transport framework and examine different ways to deal with 

shrewdly oversee it. Current position of the transport is procured by incorporating GPS gadget on the transport and arranges of the 

transport are sent by either GPRS administration given by GSM systems or SMS or RFID. GPS gadget is empowered on the GPS 

beacon and this data is sent to brought together control unit or legitimately at the transport quits utilizing RF beneficiaries. This 

framework is additionally incorporated with the recorded normal paces of each section. This is done to improve the exactness by 

including the elements like volume of track, intersections in each portion, day and time of day. Individuals can follow data utilizing 

LEDs at transport stops, SMS, web application or Android application. GPS directions of the transport when sent to the brought 

together server where different landing time estimation calculations are connected utilizing authentic speed designs. 

Index Terms - GPS, SMS, Android, ETA, GPRS, Google maps 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

    The Vehicle tracking system is a total security and fleet management solution. It is a technology to determine the location of a 

vehicle using different methods like GPS and other navigation system operating via satellite and ground-based systems. The focus 

of this project is to assist the supply bus to reach the bus which broke down enroute. This system includes modern software 

components that helps to track and locate the broken-down buses and aid them in order to minimize the delay for the passengers. 

Database and Software are used to give the location that is the coordinates of each visiting point that is saved in the database, which 

can be later displayed in a screen using Google maps. However, to view the location the vehicle has travelled the user has to connect 

themselves to the web server. Vehicle Security is an essential worry for all vehicle proprietors. Proprietors just as scientists are 

continually searching for new and overhauled vehicle security frameworks. For the modernization of innovation, it is presently 

conceivable to follow and intently screen vehicle progressively just as to check the historical backdrop of vehicles developments. 

One must be grateful to Vehicle Following Framework that has caused immensely to keep up the security of the vehicle by following 

its exercises at normal time interim. The system uses Global Positioning System [GPS], to send information about the location of 

the vehicle that is to be monitored and then send the latitude and longitude to the monitoring centre through satellite. At the 

monitoring centre different software is used to display the vehicle on the Google map. This is how our system tracks automobiles 

in real time. Due to real-time tracking facility, vehicle tracking systems have become increasingly popular among owners of vehicles 

as they are able to monitor their vehicle continuously. Monitoring center Software helps the vehicle owner with a view of the vehicle 

location on an electronic map. The user can use any browser to connect to the server and monitor the targeted vehicle on Google 

Map. Thus, it saves the user from the hassle of calling the driver to know the vehicles location as it is now possible to track vehicle 

online. A vehicle tracking system combines the installation of an electronic device in a vehicle with purpose-designed software to 

allow the owner to monitor the vehicle, collecting data in the process from the device and deliver it to the base of operation. Urban 

public transportation companies are an increasingly common user of tracking systems, particularly in large cities. 

 

2. EXISTING WORKS 

     2.1   K-MEANS ALGORITHM 

K-Means is a standout amongst the easiest unsupervised learning figuring to make bunches in the instructive list. The procedure 

to orchestrate given enlightening file into given number of packs (k gatherings) is direct. It was first proposed by Stuart Lloyd in 

1957. K-means clustering is a procedure for vector quantization, at first from banner setting up, that is notable for gathering 

examination in data mining. k-means gathering expects to allocate recognitions into k bundles in which each observation has a spot 

with the pack with the nearest mean. It is the most generally perceived figuring uses an iterative refinement procedure. It is in like 

manner implied as Lloyd's figuring, particularly in the product building system. 

 

There are 2 steps in k-means algorithm: 

Assignment step: Dole out every perception to the group whose mean has the least squared Euclidean separation, this is 

instinctively the "closest" mean. (Numerically, this implies parcelling the perceptions as indicated by the Voronoi outline created by 

the methods). 
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Update step: Calculate the new means to be the centroids of the observations in the new clusters. The algorithm has converged 

when the assignments no longer change. However, there is no guarantee that the optimum is found using this algorithm. 

 

2.2   C4.5 ALGORITHM 

As we probably are aware the classes of preparing set, we can utilize distinctive calculations to appraise the classes of new 

occurrence set by finding the way the qualities vector of the occasions carries on. One of these calculations is Choice Trees (DTs). A 

tree is either a leaf hub named with a class connected to at least two sub-trees. In the event that we order some example, right off the 

bat we need to get its trait vector and after that apply this vector to the tree. To finish the arrangement procedure, the tests are 

performed into these characteristics until achieving one or other leaf. In mid 1980s, a choice tree calculation called as ID3 (Iterative 

Dichotomiser) was created by J. Ross Quinlan. C4.5 calculation exhibited by Quinlan depends on the ID3 calculation. Its usefulness 

is to send basic DTs. It is utilized to produce Choice Tree. The choice trees created by C4.5 can be utilized for order, and therefore, 

C4.5 is regularly alluded to as a measurable more tasteful. Creators of the Weka AI programming depicted the C4.5 calculation as "a 

milestone choice tree program that is likely the AI workhorse most broadly utilized by and by to date". In the proposed framework, 

C4.5 calculation is utilized for estimation of transport entry times. So as to utilize this calculation, preparing informational index 

reflecting past encounters is set up as found in Fig. 4. Segments of the informational collection are as per the following: information 

id, late time (to what extent time a transport is late), explanation behind being late (breakdown, mishap, and traveler thickness), 

climate condition (blustery, ordinary, and blanketed), booked time table, course number and transport stop id. 

 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

   3.1   HAVERSINE FORMULA 

Haversine Formula – Figure geographic separation on earth. In the event that you have two distinctive scope – longitude 

estimations of two diverse point on earth, at that point with the assistance of Haversine Recipe, you can without much of a stretch 

figure the incredible circle separate (The most brief separation between two on the outside of a Circle). The term Haversine was begat 

by Prof. James Inman in 1835. Haversine is exceptionally prominent and habitually utilized equation when building up a GIS 

(Geographic Data Framework) application or breaking down way and fields. 

 

Haversine formula: 

Focal edge Haversine can be registered, between two points with r as sweep of earth, d as the separation between two points, 

 is latitude of two points and  is longitude of two points respectively, as:  

 

                                                haversine (
𝑑

𝑟
)  = haversine (-) + cos () cos () haversine (-) 

 

 

3.2   MERGE SORT TECHNIQUE 

       It is an arranging procedure dependent on partition and vanquish method. With most pessimistic scenario time multifaceted 

nature being Ο (n log n), it is a standout amongst the most regarded calculations. Union sort first partitions the cluster into equivalent 

parts and after that consolidates them in an arranged way. In this framework, supply transports at the transport station are arranged 

utilizing blend sort. Arranging is required to locate the base separation between the supply transports and the separated transport. 

      The separations determined utilizing the haversine equation are viewed as together, arranged in rising request. The separations 

are looked at and the briefest separation is chosen and that supply transport number is returned. 

 

 

3.3   GOOGLE MAPS 

       In today's world, Google Maps is one of the most handy tools ever know to mankind. It is a web mapping service which offers 

satellite imagery and street maps. It uses our data that is the path, distance, time just to get the near real time traffic. It takes a huge 

amount of offline information as well. Google Maps collects data from different sources. The amount of data being collected by 

Google is extremely surprising. The technology behind Google maps collects data via a combination of satellite, aerial and street 

level imagery. The various sources from which Google Maps collect data are: 

 

1)  Maps partners: Google has partnered with various data sources with the help of Base Maps partner program. With the help of 

this program large number of agencies submit data to Google. This data helps to keep the base Maps up-to-date. 

 

2)  Street view: Based on the GPS coordinates of a vehicle Google covers its street view images. Google then can read things like 

road signs, traffic signs. 

 

3) Satellites: Google Maps have also added satellite view by collaborating with Google earth. It helps to take high resolution 

photographs of the planet this in turn helps to get the terrain and satellite view. 
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4) Location services: Google accesses the location data collected by your smartphone. This data is useful in real time traffic updates, 

estimated current traffic speeds etc. 

 

5) Google Maps makers: It is another way by which Google Maps allows anyone to contribute their local knowledge to Google 

Maps. Users can edit Google’s Maps with their contribution. You can add, edit places, new roads in Google Maps makers. 

Our project mainly works by using these functionalities provided by Google Maps and the process can be broken down as: 

 

1. Identifying a device’s location: 

                 Here the location of the broken-down bus is broadcasted to the server. 

 

2. Providing driving directions:  

        Driving directions are provided to the supply bus in order to reach the broken-down bus. 

 

4.  BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

 
 

5. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 

Module 1: It gets the current GPS coordinates in terms of Latitude and Longitude of the bus. Also calculates the speed with which 

the bus is moving. 

 

Module 2: It finds the current location of the driver of the broken-down bus in terms of Latitude and Longitude. 

 

Module 3: It takes the information from Module 1 and Module 2 to find bus and Passenger’s exact location on the route and 

distance between the two. 
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